Text: Ezekiel 47:1-12
Subject: Ezekiel’s Vision of Water
Dole Notes: Volume: 4  Chapter: 88  Page: 49
Age Group: Primary: 6-8

basic supplies: GLUE MARKERS PAPER PAINT
materials: gold paper
  - blue acetate, clear plastic, or cellophane
  - green tissue or crepe paper
  - small sticks/toothpicks

teacher preparation:
  - cut 3 strips "water" from acetate
  - cut out gold temples
  - cut out Ezekiel shapes
  - cut out angel shapes

procedure:
  - place 3 strips, top to bottom, overlapping & tape with scotch tape on sides and bottom
  - color in and glue on angel. Color Ezekiel.
  - glue gold temple, toothpick measuring stick, and tissue trees.
  - tell story & move Ezekiel to different water "depths”.
  - add fish and fruit if time permits.

notes: If you can’t find acetate or cellophane, use blue paper.

music: firsts;ongs: 22 “Little Drops”
Lori’s tape: O Sing unto the Lor
1966 Liturgy: p.602